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1. Overview 
1. On November 2, 2016 Microsoft announced Microsoft Teams, its newest Office 365 (O365) 

service. It was built on, and will probably replace O365 Groups.  

2. Teams is currently in Preview and available to O365 customers in 180 different countries and 

localized into 19 languages. General release is expected in Q1 2017.  

3. The product was not previewed, even under NDA, at the recent Ignite conference.  

4. Teams will be included in most Enterprise, Small Business, and non for profit plans of O365.  

5. Microsoft describes Teams as a “chat-based workspace,” or what I refer to as Workstream 

Messaging. This new category is largely misunderstood, but rapidly evolving into a critical form 

of enterprise communications. Workstream Messaging combines messaging with 1:1 chat, 

team chat, persistence, search, cloud, and integrations with other services. 

6. Microsoft Teams is web accessible and designed for desktop and mobile users.  

7. The media coverage of Teams appeared broad and shallow, and raised many questions about 

the product features, vision, and fit within the Microsoft suite.  

8. Based on media coverage, Microsoft Teams is a direct assault on Slack (unlikely) - and Slack 

took the bait with its full page open letter to Microsoft.  

2. Microsoft Product Overlaps 
1. Microsoft Teams provides several services that overlap with Outlook/Exchange, Yammer, and 

SfB. For example, both Team and SfB support chat and real-time interactions.  

2. Workstream messaging solutions tend to become a portal to daily workflow. Teams is well 

positioned with access to O365 (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, SharePoint, OneNote, Planner, 

Delve, and Power BI). For example, documents can be directly previewed rather than 

downloaded and opened. Teams also integrates with Graph and enables discovery of content 

and people.  

3. Teams overlaps with Outlook. Scheduled meetings are automatically brought into Teams for 

one-click join. Teams also shares the same connector model as Exchange, providing 

notifications and updates from third-party services like Twitter or GitHub. 

4. Microsoft will tout native integration with O365 apps and use of a common platform for Active 

Directory defined groups and permissions. Third party solutions will argue that APIs 

deconstruct and devalue single-vendor IT solutions. 

5. When files are uploaded into a Team conversation, the file is stored in SharePoint Teams site 

created for each channel. External participants and sharing are not yet supported.  

6. Microsoft has also opened its Developer Preview for Teams and claims 150 partners – mostly 

small. Big names include Zendesk and Asana.  

7. Microsoft appears to be repositioning Yammer (acquired in 2012 for $1.2B) from solution for 

the social enterprise to “bulletin board” system. Still, Teams overlaps with Yammer.  

8. Teams also includes the Microsoft Bot framework. There are several bots built into Teams and 

third-party bots can be added.  
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3. Opinion 
1. Microsoft Exchange was introduced about twenty years ago. It’s had a phenomenal run, and 

still has many more years to go. It brought together email, contacts, and calendar. Teams is 

designed for cloud and will bring together synchronized chat, meetings, notes, plans, 

documents, and business intelligence.  

2. Microsoft Teams is not really about Slack or its 4M daily active users. Teams will be included 

within Office 365 subscriptions which recently reported 85M monthly active users. Slack proved 

the concept and made several important contributions - much like WordPerfect, Harvard 

Graphics, Netscape, and Novell did before them.  

3. Though completely missed by the popular media, Microsoft Teams is more likely to compete 

against enterprise solutions such as Cisco Spark, IBM’s Watson Workspace, and possibly 

Workplace by Facebook. Many enterprises will look to UC vendors for workstream messaging 

integrated with PSTN and contact center solutions such as Unify Circuit and Cisco Spark.  

4. Teams was leaked in early October as Skype Teams. It’s interesting Microsoft is not leverage 

the Skype name with this solution. SfB is a communications tool that users leave whatever they 

are doing to communicate. Teams is meant to be more central to workflow. As a result meeting 

links (Outlook), the meeting itself (video), and meeting notes (OneNote) are all within the 

Teams UI. It also previews Office documents while maintaining access to the chat stream.  

5. Preview is not beta. Presumably whatever gets released in 2017 will be very different. For 

example, Microsoft Teams is currently limited to internal users. That seems like an unlikely GA 

restriction as inter-organizational participation is a key benefit of workstream messaging. 

6. The UI is fairly familiar. Cisco Spark uses “rooms,” Unify Circuit uses the “conversations,” and 

MS Teams uses “channels.” You can have multiple channels within a Team. Within these 

channels are customizable tabs that can include conversation, notes (OneNote), Org chart, and 

activity stream of specific users, and pinned documents.  

7. The overlap with SfB is significant - both have messaging and video conferencing and integrate 

into Calendaring. Both support ad-hoc and scheduled 1:1 and group meetings. Teams 

participants can join a SfB meeting, and utilizes the same edge-to-edge video format recently 

introduced in the SfB client for Mac. Organization's using systems will likely experience 

confusion in the short term as presence, IM, and IM history are duplicated. 

8. Microsoft Teams works with SfB Online today, and has very little integration with SfB Server. An 

O365 user of SfB Online and Teams will receive two popups when receiving a SfB message.  

9. What many fail to realize is that SfB Online and SfB Server are two separate solutions that just 

happen to use the same client. The feature disparity was bad enough with relatively few 

supported features in the cloud, but now the Online version is getting features that aren't in 

the Server version. I can see Teams and SfB Online merging in the future - and supporting a 

hybrid model with SfB Server.  

10. Teams organizes "Chats" and "Teams" separately - I think a chat is with people in the directory 

and a team is a collection of people under a team or project name. There's also separate 

buttons for "Meetings" (data from Outlook) and "Files" access to (OneDrive).  

11. Yammer is looking long in the tooth.  

12. Cisco will likely differentiate Cisco Spark with its end-to-end security model that is designed to 

allow a customer to completely control encryption and keys. 


